SEVEN WAYS THAT HEAL CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS
HEAL is committed to setting the standard of professional excellence in how horses and humans
work together to improve your business objectives.
HEAL ENGAGES you and your work force in a powerful and unique experience. The process is engaging
because it is active and effective. Once a horse enters the equation, everyone is instantly attentive and
involved.
HEAL REVEALS what is going on in your work place and how people are communicating. We use
activities with horses to highlight how people act and react, thus giving you a clearer understanding of
what your business needs to do and how we can help.
HEAL IMPACTS in powerful, non-judgemental ways. Direct horse feedback and processing the
experience creates opportunities for everybody to “see” the problems. The focus is on “in-the-moment”
experiences and relates to work and life which provides long-lasting solutions.
HEAL SHIFTS the process from being stuck. It helps your team to get out of the rut and back on track.
Everyone can hit a wall in the work place and in life at some point. Working with horses promotes insight
and change that helps with the momentum of learning.
HEAL WORKS for all. Whether working with management, groups or individuals. h.e.al. provides
powerful opportunities to get to the heart of issues leading to better communication, healthier
relationships and stronger leadership in the work place and life.
HEAL FOCUSES on solutions and goals that work, whether they be communication, leadership, selfesteem or confidence issues. h.e.a.l. helps with developing greater awareness, challenging beliefs and
promoting change.
HEAL SUPPORTS through a professional approach. The h.e.a.l. model adopts a ground team approach
with the horses. An EAGALA trained equine specialist/facilitator and occupational psychologist make up
the team. EAGALA certification requires intensive training and continued professional development,
along with a high standard of practice and ethics.
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